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Abstract  
I hypothesize the unification of “action” and “entropy” and suggest an interpretation where this hypothesis is able 
to reconcile the Bohemian and Copenhagen interpretations of quantum mechanics.  I explore the hypothesis’ im-
plications to the discretization of space; both for a particle and for the vacuum itself.  I argue the second law of 
thermodynamics is the justification for the principle of least action.  Similarities with the spin networks of quan-
tum loop gravity are found and the exact simplified area of the network is given.  An experiment to test the theory 
is suggested.  I conclude with comments on the non-local interpretation of nature. 
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1. Introduction 
Close to a century old, the debate about quantum me-
chanics is still under review.  Many advances have 
been secured [1], like Bell’s inequality and quantum 
teleportation; yet questions still remain like the 
wave/particle duality or local vs non-local theories.   
Can “information” bridge the gap between the Bohe-
mian interpretation of quantum mechanics and the 
Copenhagen interpretation?   
New research in fluid dynamics, that shows quantum 
behavior of macroscopic particles due to pilot waves, 
has added fuel to the simmering argument for Bohm’s 
interpretation of a deterministic, yet realistic state of 
nature [2].  However the prevailing Copenhagen in-
terpretation argues that the act of measurement is the 
process by which a definite state is determined from a 
probability distribution.  By examining information 
theory and applying it to this debate, we can see how 
both can be considered correct.   
Information theory is closely related to physics 
through both quantum mechanics and thermodynam-
ics.  By looking at the quantum diffusion of a massive 
particle and calculating its self-information or entropy 
conditioned on its interaction with the vacuum, it is 
possible to derive the “action” of the particle.   
The “action” of the particle is as foundational to phys-
ics and its history as are the concepts of thermody-
namics [3].  By showing the unification of action and 
entropy we see what could be the tip of the iceberg 
and a confirmation of John Wheeler’s suggestion that 
information is physical. 
Additionally, I intend to argue that space is indeed 
quantized and the Stern-Gerlach experiment correctly 
shows this phenomenon.  With help from the new 
work in “information mechanics” we can see how the 
quantization of space could be required due to a sys-
tem with finite energy and finite time having finite 
information.  
When Stern and Gerlach performed their experiment 
in 1922, which showed that when silver atoms were 
exposed to a divergent magnetic field, the silver atoms 
moved a quantized or discrete distance, either in the 
positive or negative direction, regardless of incoming 
orientation [3], the finding was known as space quan-
tization.  That phrase fell out of favor after the discov-
ery of “spin” because it was shown that angular mo-
mentum was quantized, not space. 
I believe it is possible to derive the step size (or quan-
tization size) of a particle by looking at Brownian 
motion [4].  The quantization size of the vacuum is 
more challenging to uncover, however hbar over 
twice the reduced Planck mass times the speed of light 
is a candidate due to “dark particles” (special black 
holes / quantum harmonic oscillators), which exists at 
this scale [5]. 
2. Interpretation 
I argue for an interpretation where the quantum of 
action is quantized information.  Perhaps the old ad-
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age of the blind men describing an elephant can be of 
help.  One physicist calls it a “particle”, another calls 
it a “wave” and a third physicist calls it “information” 
(the negative expected log probability); all of them 
correct. 
The gist of the governing hypothesis is that the quan-
tum of action     is one natural unit of entropy, 
      .  This insight can shed light on a number of 
questions.  If the action of the wave/particle is entropy 
then the interpretation is that the particle is a sample 
of the magnitude squared of the wave function and the 
wave guides its evolution.   
When a sample of a random variable is drawn from a 
probability distribution its value is real, yet to an ob-
server who has zero information about that random 
variable the variable is probabilistic.  This is where 
the two interpretations of quantum mechanics come 
in.  The act of measurement is simply providing in-
formation about the sample to the observer.  Before 
the measurement, the range of possible outcomes is 
only bound by the probability distribution from which 
it was drawn, yet after the measurement, the condi-
tional probability distribution changes such that mutu-
al information has been shared between the particle 
and the observer.   
If one considers that each particle is an existing sam-
ple of the distribution from which it is attached, we 
can see that the Bohemian interpretation is satisfied, 
while at the same time, so is the Copenhagen interpre-
tation that before the measurement the random varia-
ble is probabilistic in nature.  The mutual information 
between the sample of the distribution (the particle) 
and the observer makes the particle real to the observ-
er.  However, if the mutual information is zero, the 
particle does not exist in the “universe” of the observ-
er’s information. 
3. Double Slit Experiment 
One of the best experiments to consider when evaluat-
ing the wave/particle duality is the double slit experi-
ment.  By considering that experiment in a new way, 
we can see that it perfectly supports the main hypoth-
esis that the wave/particle is quantized to natural units 
of information.  If the particle is confined to the xz 
plane and moving in the positive z direction with a 
partition at z=0 with two slits, then a measurement of 
the x location where the particle is found is a random 
variable.  
Bohm would suggest that the particle has a determin-
istic value that is guided to the final location through 
pilot waves.  The Copenhagen interpretation is that 
wave function collapses at a measurement device.  I 
argue that before the measurement takes place, the 
measuring device has zero information about the par-
ticle’s location and thus both interpretations are the 
same.  The particle might have a real location, but it 
does not matter because to the observer there is no 
information about it and thus only a guess based on 
the probability distribution makes sense.  Once the 
measurement occurs, the conditional probability has 
changed and information has been transferred.  In this 
aspect the wave function collapsing is the same as the 
conditional probability changing.  
As I will now show, the difference in the amount of 
information that is transferred from the particle to the 
laboratory between a measurement at the partition or 
no measurement at the partition is precisely one natu-
ral unit.  Consider figure 1.  The probability distribu-
tion at the measurement screen, as a function of x, is 
itself a random function determined by if a measure-
ment was made at the partition.  The entropy of the x 
variable at the measurement screen approaches 
       minus the difference between the differential 
entropy of uniform distribution and the resulting 
probability distribution as the   (the number of meas-
urement locations) goes to infinity [6]. 
Figure 1 – Experimental setup of two slit experiment 
and resulting probability distribution on measure-
ment screen as a function of measurement at parti-
tion 
As    ,        of information is extracted at the 
partition plus        from   equally likely outcomes 
on the measurement screen if a measurement occurred 
at the partition.  If a measurement at the partition does 
not occur the information extracted at the measure-
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ment screen is         minus              .  We 
have: 
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If   ⁄  is an integer,                      ; and 
the difference in information extracted from the parti-
cle if a measurement at the partition occurred or did 
not occur is one natural unit,       : 
                                     
                                          
By choosing to measure the particle at the partition an 
observer disrupts the wave/particle by one quantized 
natural unit of information.   
4. Information Mechanics 
Before we explore further implications of the hypoth-
esis let’s first review the argument for the hypothesis 
itself which is that the information of a system is 
equal to the integral of twice the energy divided by 
hbar times the time differential,   ∫       ; or in 
other words the information rate is equal to twice the 
energy divided by hbar,            [4].   
Hartley and Nyquist gave the earliest version of this 
insight 90 years ago when they showed that the in-
formation rate of a band-limited signal was propor-
tional to the bandwidth [7,8].   
Physics and quantum information theory have made 
large strides over this time [9,10], however the hy-
pothesis that information equal energy times time and 
the derivation of the exact proportion was first pub-
lished in 2014 by Haller [4].   
Haller offers a handful of ways to derive this hypothe-
sis, with the most straightforward (shown below) be-
ing a Minkowski transformation on the time evolution 
of the wave equation. We will also review a deriva-
tion based on Shannon-Nyquist sampling theorum 
applied to Brownian motion via the Bernoulli process.   
4.1. Schrödinger equation 
The Schrödinger equation, found during the advent of 
quantum mechanics, dictates how a wave function and 
its phase evolve through time.  The Hamiltonian or 
energy operator,  , of a system is equal to hbar times 
the imaginary derivative with respect to time; with the 
operator’s eigenvalue, the energy,  , of the system [3]. 
     
 
  
     
The solution to this equation is the complex exponen-
tial; the incremental evolution over    is 
                 ⁄  
One can calculate the probability associated with this 
wave function via its magnitude squared [3]. 
      |     |  |    |       
Notice the phase information is lost.  Calculating the 
information without considering the phase infor-
mation one would conclude that the information is 
constant and a function only of its initial state,     , 
which we will set to 1.  However, performing a Min-
kowski transformation prior to calculating the proba-
bility distribution, results in a different answer. 
The Minkowski transformation takes imaginary time 
and makes it real.  We see this transformation appear 
in relativity and analytic continuation [11,12].  After 
applying the Minkowski transformation       
      ⁄  such that, 
      |     |         ⁄  
4.1.1. Asymptotic Equipartition Property 
Without going into the details of the AEP [6], we con-
sider a series of   steps of the evolution.  In this case   
     ∏      
 
   
         ⁄  
And  
     |    |   |     |    
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The AEP and the weak law of large numbers [6] can 
be used to show the negative log probability ap-
proaches the incremental entropy.  Calling this the 
differential information,   , I have 
    (    )
 
                      
        ⁄  
Or, 
  ∫     ⁄  
This last equation is the hypothesis of the paper.  As-
suming that the mass energy is not a function of time 
(which is not always the case), the following simple 
expression results, 
      ⁄  
4.2. Bernoulli Process 
Building on analysis by Kubo on the fluctuation dissi-
pation theorem [13], we formalize the 2 time con-
stants for a diffusing free particle: the collision time, 
   and the relaxation time,  .  When the relaxation 
time is equal to the thermal time,        ⁄ , the 
diffusion constant becomes,      ⁄ , [5,13-15] 
and the spatial variance is                 ⁄ .   
Introducing the Bernoulli process as reviewed by 
Chandrasakhar and Reif [16,17], one can solve for the 
step size,     (or the collision time).  The contribution 
to the spatial variance is balanced between drift and 
diffusion; when the probability parameter is ½ the 
variance is, 
                   
    
Here    is the spatial step size,   is the number of 
steps,        is the duration of the process and 
     
  is the variance in velocity.  From Dirac, we 
know that         [18] which allows us to calcu-
late      
 .   
When   is large, the average variance of the sum of   
samples of a distribution is equal to the variance of 
the individual sample divided by   
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Equating          and         , or    ⁄  
     , results in, 
   
 
    
 
 
  
 
When the relaxation time is equal to one over twice 
the temperature        ⁄ , the collision time is one 
over twice the energy        , and visa versa. 
4.2.1. Information Content 
With the details of the Bernoulli process defined, we 
can move onto the Gaussian channel.  Combined with 
the Shannon-Nyquist’s sampling theorem one has the 
channel capacity per second,      [6], 
        (  
 
   
) 
  is the signal power,      is the noise spectral densi-
ty and   is the bandwidth of the channel.  (In this 
case, the channel is the vacuum which is assumed 
here to have a very large bandwidth.)  
Using the assumption (as argued in appendix A1 of 
[4]) that the signal spectral density is equal to the 
noise spectral density, the signal power,  , is the noise 
spectral density times twice the bandwidth of the sig-
nal,   , or              .  Since the bandwidth 
of the signal is much smaller than the bandwidth of 
the channel,     , we can re-write the equation 
above as,  
      
The signal is the location of the particle performing 
the Bernoulli process with a step size of   , thus the 
Shannon-Nyquist sampling theorem [19] tells us that 
the maximum frequency that can be represented by 
the discrete Bernoulli process is        ⁄ .   
   
 
   
 
 
 
 
To finish the derivation we take one more finding 
from Dirac, who showed that there is both a positive 
and negative solution to the energy eigenvalue [18].  
Because there are two particles diffusing and infor-
mation is generated by each particle a factor of 2 must 
be included.  This returns us to the hypothesis. 
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My interpretation is that a particle does not change in 
any physical manifestation between the step size   .  
It could also mean that a particle with finite energy 
cannot generate or convey an infinite amount of in-
formation, or have precision enough to occupy a con-
tinuous value. 
4.2.2. Biased drift 
Going back to the Bernoulli process of motion and 
looking at the average displacement when        
we have, 
                        
Or
1
,  
           
When you correctly account for this unbalanced prob-
ability, i.e. not equal ½, we see the variance of a parti-
cles location as function of time [16], 
(      )
 
                             
Plugging in the equation above between   and    
        
   (  (
 
 
)
 
)        
We will make use of this later. 
4.3. The Gaussian 
The derivation in section 4.2 uses Brownian motion 
via the Bernoulli process.  Since the Gaussian is the 
limiting distribution of the Binomial distribution (the 
outcome of the Bernoulli process) and the solution to 
the continuous diffusion equation, we will apply our 
result to the Gaussian. 
I argue that when one considers the Hirshman entropy 
of the Gaussian and adds it to the binary entropy of 
the Bermoulli process the result is one natural unit of 
information. 
                                                          
1 Notice that this equation is mathematically nice since 
        and          
 
Hirshman [20] proposed that to properly measure the 
information contained in a pair of distributions linked 
through the Fourier Transform (FT) one must add the 
differential entropy of the probability distribution in 
the time domain to the differential entropy of the 
probability distribution in the standard frequency do-
main.  Hirshman found that any FT pair contained at 
least          of information and that the Gaussian 
has exactly         .   
To see how an addition        from the Bernoulli 
process can be added to the wave function, let’s first, 
let’s look at the time-frequency dual domain and 
break the frequency into a positive state and a nega-
tive state.  Any of the dual domains can be used and 
the analysis to separate the states into a positive and 
negative state is symmetric between the two dual do-
mains. 
The positive eigenvalue state is 
      
 
√       
    
      ̅  
       
And for the negative eigenvalue, 
      
 
√       
    
      ̅  
       
If      ̅the two functions don’t overlap, they don’t 
interfere and thus according to Feynman [3] it’s their 
probability distributions that add not the probability 
amplitudes (or wave functions).  See Figure 2.  The 
resulting probability distribution for the frequency 
domain       is, 
      
 
 
|     |
  
 
 
|     |
  
Taking the inverse FT we have       
∫      
               ∫      
       .  The 
resulting probability distribution for the time domain,  
      is,  
      
 
 
|     |
  
 
 
|     |
  
Given the modulation properties of the FT, 
|     |
  |     |
  and with         ,       
reduces to  
      
 
√       
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Now using Hirshman’s sum the result is,       2,  
   (     )   (     ) 
 
 
 
              
 
 
                
 
Figure 2 – Probability for Gaussian with non-
overlapping positive and negative states.  
It is worthwhile to mention Gabor’s original analysis 
[21], to tile of the time-frequency plane with “logons” 
of information.  Gabor suggested that each tile, with 
area proportional to the Heisenberg uncertainty prin-
ciple,         , represents a real number with a 
quantized piece of information.  I suggest the magni-
tude of this “logon” is one natural unit. 
Figure 3 – Time frequency plane quantized to indi-
vidual degrees of freedom, each containing one nat-
ural unit of information. 
5. Spin 
5.1. Length scale 
                                                          
2 It is interesting to note that the Hirshman sum of the 
exponential wave function is also one natural unit. 
Applying this result to particle spin helps us to see 
how the quantization of space is related to spin.  We 
start by going back to the Stern-Gerlach situation [3].  
Take the force on the Bohr magneton and equate it to 
the magnetic force on a charged particle 
               
Since   is generated by the spin, the velocity is per-
pendicular, we can re-write one dimension of    as, 
         
Also we also know from Dirac [18] that the velocity is 
the speed of light. Plugging into the above,  
     
 
  
     
Or, 
   
 
   
 
This shows that the step size over which this magnetic 
field is contained, is the same as the quantum step size 
of the diffusive motion.  
5.2. Pauli Matrixes  
One might jump to the conclusion that a spin ½ parti-
cle is one natural unit of information by applying our 
hypothesis to the spin angular momentum.  However 
spin is quantized to     along of each of the three 
spatial dimensions and thus the total magnitude is 
required.  Yet since we quantize action [4] and thus 
(through our hypothesis) we quantize information we 
can see a piece is missing since the magnitude of the 
spin is not linearly quantized.  A way to tackle this 
problem is by looking at the three spatial dimensions 
and the time dimension, then using our hypothesis on 
the magnitude of the all four spin operators. 
The mathematical formulism to deal with the spin 
operator for the time dimension is to think of an oper-
ator maps the wave function at the instantaneous mo-
ment in time to the discrete value        , or      
when             . 
Sticking with the spin operator formulism, we need a 
    matrix that has unity Eigenvalues and returns the 
wave function untouched (since we are simply map-
ping to a discrete time value but not touching any of 
the spatial dimensions).  You can see I have identified 
this Pauli matrix as the identity matrix.  The spin op-
erator    associated with this identity Pauli matrix is, 
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[
  
  
] 
   is a 4
th
 spin operator similar to   ,   , and   .   
One implication to adding the identity matrix to the 
formulism is that the magnitude of the spin angular 
momentum now takes on a more simple form with   
the quantum spin number.  Adding to the standard 
way of calculating | | [12] we have, 
| |  √|  |  |  |
 
 |  |  |  |  
| |  √         |  |           
5.3. Information from spin 
Now applying the governing thought to spin angular 
momentum, I have the information in the spin of a 
particle equal to twice the magnitude divided by hbar. 
      
 | |
 
      
One can now see the motivation behind adding the 
identify spin Pauli matrix; it gives a zero spin particle 
one degree of freedom and one natural unit simply for 
existing within time. 
Applying this to the electron with       the elec-
tron should have 2 natural units of information.   
            
Let’s see how that plays out using our current under-
standing of quantum information theory.   
We find the channel capacity is equal to        when 
the Hilbert space is a qubit and we choose to send 
spins in only the |  , or |   state.   
However nature does not just produce electrons in 
only the |  , or |   state.  Sending an electron in 
one of only two states is a human choice and filtering 
or initialization is required.  For nature to maintain 
symmetry and balance, the state must have a uniform 
distribution around the Bloch sphere.  Thus the arbi-
trary state |   is created 
|      (
 
 
) |          (
 
 
) |   
We also know that if we classically measure in an 
arbitrary direction, the wave function collapses to the 
state defined by that outcome, [3].  This means that if 
we make a measurement in one direction with zero 
variance, any other non-commuting observable will 
have maximum variance.   
However there is nothing stopping us from calculating 
the entropy we would expect if a measurement were 
to happen (even though don’t make the measurement 
as that would collapse the state).  Here I use the word 
entropy instead of information since a measurement of 
a state with          will produce a partially ran-
dom Boolean output that is not completely determinis-
tic from knowledge of the initial state.  Yet the term 
information is still relevant since it takes that much 
information to describe the outcome. 
In this way we can add the entropy in each non-
commuting observable in the same way Hirshman 
showed us. 
For   to be uniformly distributed across the Bloch 
sphere we need to look at the Jacobian between spatial 
and spherical coordinates to seek how   and   are 
distributed.  We find the determinant of the Jacobian 
is equal to       , which means that   is uniformly 
distributed but   has the distribution      
            for        . 
Defining                             , 
where   is the probability of a positive measurement 
of the qubit in question, we can calculate the entropy 
of each spin operator by averaging   (     (
 
 
)
 
) 
over   to get the average information, one will find, 
    ∫
 
 
        (     (
 
 
)
 
)  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Since the distribution of   is uniform around the 
Bloch sphere this calculation is the same for    and 
  .   
             
 
 
 
One might not be satisfied that each of   ,   , and    
can be separable, however if you go through the math 
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and use the joint distribution on   and   and take into 
consideration the angle between   and   ,   , and   , 
one gets the same answer. 
The entropy of the    operator takes different reason-
ing to calculate, but the answer is the same.   To start 
we need to review section 4) on the Bernoulli process.  
If    acts to confirm a particle is occupying the time, 
       ,  where   is the step index and    is the 
step size, the probability of a positive confirmation is 
equal to the relative distance the instantaneous time,   
is away from   .  A negative confirmation would 
mean that the particle is found in the state     .   
Figure 4 is a picture of a particle at time   uniformly 
distributed between            .  Finding the parti-
cle in the    state is equal to    and finding the parti-
cle in the     state is     .  
   ∫
 
  
 
  
   
    
  
 
Without loss of generality we can set    .  To 
complete the derivation I average            over 
the uniform distribution to find    .   
    ∫
 
  
  (  
 
  
)   
  
 
 
 
 
 
Thus, using Hirshman’s sum I find,  
                            
It is interesting to note that   is described by 2 degrees 
of freedom.  One real number from   and   each.  
Thus we further support the idea that one degree of 
freedom is associated with one natural unit. 
 
Figure 4 – The action of    is to collapse the particle 
into the state,       , or       , with uniform 
distribution.  The action of   .   , and    is to col-
lapse the particle into spin up or spin down, with 
distribution sin( ) 
6. Dark Particles 
A justification for dark particles is found in the ap-
pendix with additional details given by Haller [5].  
The important idea restated here is that the vacuum is 
populated with miniature black holes with an energy 
scale equal to precisely the reduced Planck mass. 
   √
  
   
 
A number of special conditions arise at this value of 
mass.  One of which is that the quantization size, 
       ⁄ , is equal to a circle’s circumference 
with the Schwarzschild radius, Figure 6.   
    
 
    
      
     
  
 
6.1. Factor of 2 
6.1.1. As per Black Hole 
 
While this analysis was riddled with factors of 2, I 
want to mention one of them here.  Since the dark 
particle is a black hole we need to consider the dis-
tance in time as the circumference of the Schwarz-
schild radius,        ⁄ .  With     
  
   
   ⁄ , when we integrate, we lose a factor of 2. 
  ∫
    
 
 ∫
     
         ⁄  
   
 
      
   
  
 
   
   
 
  
 
 
7. Joint Entropy: Particle, Vacuum 
By looking at the information of the particle and sepa-
rating it out between the mutual information with the 
vacuum and the conditional entropy of the particle 
given the vacuum we can derive the equations of mo-
tion visa vie the action integral. 
We will see that while the hypothesis gives the self-
information rate or entropy rate as twice the energy 
over hbar, we have not considered the particles mo-
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tion.  Here we will consider what happens to the gov-
erning thought when the particle is dynamic. 
7.1. Mutual information: particle and vacuum 
Let’s consider the mutual information between the 
vacuum and the particle.  Using the Gaussian channel 
[6] where the signal is       ⁄  steps in the vacuum 
Bernoulli process and the noise is the diffusion of the 
particle over the relaxation time,        ⁄ , the 
channel capacity between the vacuum and the particle 
is,   
  
 
  
    (  
 
  
) 
Where from section 4.2.2, 
            
   (  (
 
 
)
 
) (   )
 
  
And using Einstein’s kinetic relation for    [13-15] 
               
  
 
 
Since      we can Taylor expand the logarithm.  
We also account for both the positive and negative 
energy states which gives us a factor of 2 when calcu-
lating the differential mutual information rate, 
     ⁄ , 
   
  
    
 (  (
 
 )
 
)       
  
 
We now make the interpretation that     is the time 
differential    and        .  We make these two 
changes, and divide by   .   
   
  
 
    
         
 
     
 
 
Replacing             and       ; we next 
consider conservative forces so we can replace the 
incremental work,    , with the potential energy,  , 
minus the reference potential,   . 
   
  
 
 
 
           
To solve for   , I postulate that the particle and the 
vacuum are independent when the potential is zero, 
   .  When the two are independent the mutual 
information rate is zero [6], 
 
 
           
And thus 
   
  
 
 
 
  
7.2. Conditional entropy of a kinetic particle 
We have seen the Gaussian distribution separated 
between a positive and negative state to produce one 
natural unit of information and through the Bernoulli 
process this happens at each time step,          .  
Here let’s have the particle drift in one direction.  We 
saw how to do this in section 4.2.2.  We can take the 
Gaussian probability distribution from section 4.3, 
turn it into the space domain and weigh one of the 
sides disproportionally as below.  With  
     
 
√       
    
     
       
We have, 
       |        |
   
     |        |  
 
Figure 5 – Probability distribution and differential 
entropy for Gaussian with non-overlapping positive 
and negative momentum states. 
Now the information in one sample of this distribution 
is the          from the Hirshman sum plus      , 
where  
                             
With             , we can Taylor expand the 
logarithm in       and reduce it to        
         for a total entropy of the particle of 
           in natural units per          .  
Thus the conditional entropy,  , rate is  
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(    
   
 
)  
 
 
        
I call              |                  the con-
ditional entropy because the particle has interacted 
with the vacuum potential to make it kinetic.  The 
resulting biased diffusion is a function of the state of 
the particle after its interaction with the vacuum. 
7.3. Entropy and “Action” 
From information theory, one can prove [6] that the 
total self-information,   is equal to the conditional 
entropy plus the mutual information.  Thus we have, 
        
Or,  
  
 
 
∫              
 
 
∫          
We now see that the self-information of the particle 
given is equal to the time integral of the mass energy 
minus the Lagrangian with a proportionality being the 
quantum of “action” [3]. 
7.4. Principle of least action 
For     (which is an assumption we used to Taylor 
expand the logarithm),     will be a constant and 
thus the integrand         is an equivalent La-
grangian to  , except with the minus sign [3].   
I will not attempt to review the calculus of variations 
or Hamilton’s principle [3,22] here (which allows one 
to derive the equations of motion); however I will 
state that the principle of least action is now seen as a 
principle of maximum entropy.  One could go further 
and suggest that the principle of least action is a con-
sequence of the second law of thermodynamics driv-
ing self-information or entropy to a maximum [3,17]. 
8. Quantum Loop Gravity 
I believe this analysis (particularly the tiling of the 
time-frequency plane by Gabor [21] with his quan-
tized “logons” of information / degrees of freedom 
applied to the scale as defined in the appendix) is re-
lated to the work on spin networks and quantum loop 
gravity.  These quantized degrees of freedom hold 
information about themselves and their relationships 
with the vacuum potential. 
While I am not an expert in the intricacies of the deep 
research endeavor of quantum loop gravity [23] I do 
suggest two alterations which enable a simplification 
of the equations.   First the mass of the spin network 
particles might be the reduced Planck mass not the 
Planck mass and second one should consider adding 
the identity Pauli matrix,   , into the calculation of the 
total spin. 
With these two considerations an alternative simpli-
fied linear solution to the area of the spin network is  
  
   
  
∑        
 
 
9. Suggested Experiment 
9.1. Theory 
Going back to the Bernoulli process in section 4.2.2, 
the variance of the diffusion with drift is, 
        
   (  (
 
 
)
 
)       
               
This looks like a Lorentz contraction on the original 
variance, but there is a difference.  Here   is the prob-
ability the particle steps to the right.  A sample of this 
process will have the particle step to the left or step to 
the right.  This distinction seems to be absolute (alt-
hough there are arguments for a particle which moves 
to the right in one frame can be seen moving to the 
left in a different reference frame [24]). 
Another way to see that   might be absolute, and thus 
  as well since          , is by assuming the 
converse and drawing a contradiction.  If   were rela-
tive, then looking at the entropy of the Bernoulli pro-
cess,      , we can show by Jensen’s inequality [6] 
that entropy of two particles in the reference frame 
where the momentum is conserved is greater than the 
entropy of two particles in the rest frame of one of the 
particles.   
However this is a contradiction from our governing 
thought since information is invariant with respect to 
reference frame, since∫        ∫             ; 
thus we can overturn the assumption that there is no 
privileged reference frame. 
The conclusion is that a preferred reference frame 
exists and           is the velocity of the parti-
cle in the preferred frame.   
9.2. Experiment 
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I propose an experiment to measure the direction of a 
particle’s discrete step.   
9.2.1. Discrete step 
One should start with two particles at rest a distance   
apart.  Particle 1 has a heavy mass and be on the left; 
the other (denoted test particle) has a much lighter 
mass than particle 1 and be to the right.  In this case, 
particle 1 will look like it has a more continuous tra-
jectory and have smaller variance.   
After the quantum step of the test particle,   , particle 
1 will drift in the perfered reference frame the amount  
   .  The test particle after one step will be displaced 
from particle 1 either a)           or b)   
       . 
The distinction between a) and b), should be observa-
ble at cold temperatures.  Note that over many steps 
the displacement will be  
                             
                   
The trick will be to measure the individual step not 
the average.  If    is the number of times out of   
that the particle steps to the right, then the unbiased 
estimator of    is     .  An ensemble can also be 
used. 
10. Conclusions and Insights 
There are many conclusions or insights that can be 
drawn from this analysis; I will first focus on space-
time being discrete. 
I put forward a self-reinforcing argument.  The first 
part is that if information is equal to energy times time 
and if the energy and time of a system are finite then 
the amount of information in that system is also finite.   
If the amount of information is finite there is not 
enough precision to identify a continuous value.  This 
has implications on the intermediate value theorem, or 
completeness theorem as applied to physical space-
time. 
The self-reinforcing argument continues that if space-
time is not continuous, then any particle’s location can 
be addressed with a finite amount of information.  
This means that a degree of freedom, which prior to 
this understanding required infinite precision, can be 
represented with a finite amount of information. 
If the vacuum of space-time is discrete with the lattice 
value having a regular potential as defined by dark 
particles, it would be interesting to consider Bloch’s 
theorem [25].  The nearly free electron perturbation 
could provide a band structure and since all Eigen 
states can be reduced to the Brillion Zone this finding 
has implication again to the completeness theorem. 
Secondly, if the true nature of wave/particles is infor-
mation then it gives insight into the local/non-local 
debate.  If one hypothesizes that when two particles 
are entangled they change their joint distribution such 
that there exists mutual information between the two, 
then it is the information stored in the particles that 
link the two locations in space-time.   
For example think of how a common database works.  
To access information you give it an address and it 
gives you the resulting value of the information stored 
at that address.  In the case of two entangled particles, 
you have two locations pointing to the same address.  
If general relativity is correctly interpreted to say that 
it is the relations between particles that define space-
time [11], then we are saying, through our governing 
hypothesis, it is the mutual information between parti-
cles that define space time.   
If two particles are entangled because they have mu-
tual information between the two, then those two par-
ticles form a relation in space-time, which is not line-
ar.  Information still cannot propagate faster than 
light, because particles cannot move faster than light 
on average, however linking two locations together 
because two particles point to the same information 
address, gives access to that information to both loca-
tions in space-time. 
Another implication of unifying “action” and infor-
mation (or entropy) is that entropy should be quan-
tized like “action” is.  The entropy of a particle or the 
entropy of a degree of freedom should be quantized to 
integer natural units. 
If “action” is finite, then information should be finite; 
implying precision to a continuous value is not possi-
ble.  This implies that space-time forms a finite dis-
crete set of possible values. 
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Further, confirming the hypothesis would also greatly 
the support the effort by John Wheeler to show that 
information is physical.  Wheeler proposed “It from 
Bit” to show how nature is caused by knowledge of a 
measurement [26].  If information is action and if ac-
tion is a wave/particle, then since a wave/particle is 
physical we have an argument that information is 
physical; However, it is quantized to       , not 
       as Wheeler proposed.   
I conclude that further investigation has the potential 
to unify two basic tenants of physics and bring insight 
to unresolved interpretations.   
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11. Appendix: Dark Particles 
The purpose of this appendix is to provide the theoret-
ical justification for the idea that the energy scale of 
the vacuum is precisely the reduced Planck mass.  The 
validity of this argument is bolstered by the solution 
to the equations of quantum diffusion being equal to 
the solution to the equations of general relativity.  A 
few length scales are also exposed. 
11.1. Foundation 
We begin by setting the context on a particle of mass 
  in equilibrium with a heat bath at temperature  .  
We assume a particle is in the dual Gaussian ground 
state.   
         
 
√        
  
 
  
      
    
            
 
√        
  
 
  
 
      
     
Using the equipartition theorem on the kinetic energy 
[3], one has 
     
       
And using Heisenberg’s Uncertainty equation [3], 
     
  
  
       
 
  
     
 
Note, the equipartition theorem implies that the parti-
cle is coupled to an ensemble or heat bath [3].  
11.2. Black Holes 
We will now apply these lengths to our understanding 
of black holes, specifically holes with a mass equal to 
the reduced Planck mass. 
   √
  
   
 
A number of special conditions arise at this value of 
mass.  First, the quantum limit,        ⁄  is equal 
to a circle’s circumference with the Schwarzschild 
radius, Figure 2.   
    
 
    
      
     
  
 
Indeed this is a small cross-sectional area for the black 
hole. 
Second, the Hawking temperature is equal to the mass 
of the black hole, 
           
   
     
    
 
                   
Third, it is not clear that the Hawking temperature is 
valid at this value of the mass.  Specifically Hawking 
stated in his seminal paper from 1975 [27], “Eventual-
ly, when the mass of the black hole is reduced to 
     , the quasi-stationary approximation will break 
down. At this point, one cannot continue to use the 
concept of a classical metric.” 
Even more recent derivations of Hawking’s work still 
break down at this mass [28].  I will argue that when a 
black hole has the reduced Planck mass, the Hawking 
temperature breaks down because a secondary quan-
tum boundary is greater than the Schwarzschild radius 
and it is this boundary that defines the near horizon’s 
surface gravity.  The length of the boundary is such 
that its surface gravity/temperature is arbitrary. 
11.3. Quantum Boundary 
As the event horizon is defined by the quantum limit, 
  , the outer quantum boundary is defined by the 
square root of the position’s variance      .  If     
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defines the circumference of the boundary (as    de-
fines the circumference of the event horizon), the ra-
dius of the outer boundary will be    , figure 6. 
    
   
  
 
 
  √     
 
The surface gravity at radius  is [29], 
     
  
 
 
  
(   
    
   
)  
   
    
 
The effective temperature [27] for surface gravity at 
radius     will thus be, 
               
       
     
 
      
  
   
 
Figure 6: Event horizon (solid line) and quantum 
boundary (dotted line) of dark particle 
 
The width of the black hole’s wave packet (which is 
set by the temperature of the heat bath) that defines 
the outer quantum boundary is just the right size to 
define a surface gravity such that the temperature is 
arbitrary and not a function of mass or other defining 
feature of the black hole.  The temperature is its own 
independent parameter of the black hole. A black hole 
with the reduced Planck mass and arbitrary tempera-
ture is called a dark particle. 
11.4. Steady State Solution 
Next we will present a modification to the Langevin 
equation via a derivation of a resistive force.  After re-
solving the Langevin equation we see that when this 
resistive force is in play, the solution becomes station-
ary, which is more reminiscent of a black hole.  Mak-
ing the connection to a dark particle stronger, we pro-
pose an energy density for the dark particle with three 
terms each with a different equation of state.  Solving 
the resulting Friedmann equation returns us to the 
same solution as the modified Langevin equation after 
we account for a two-particle solution. 
11.5. Resistive Force 
In [5] Haller assumed a quadratic potential energy 
term and derived a resistive spring force using the 
equipartition theorem.  Here we will derive the same 
force but from kinematic arguments.  If we look at 
classical diffusion term and consider the value at 
    
    
 
 
  
  
     
 
Simultaneously, rearrange the diffusion constant using 
Einstein’s equation,        
                
  
 
 
Next replace    with   and equating     to    , 
  
   
  
 
11.6. Modified Langevin Equation 
With a particle no longer free we must re-solve for the 
variance using the Langevin equation.  However con-
trary to the ordinary Langevin equation [6,30] we will 
change the assumption that the noisy driving force is 
uncorrelated with the particle’s location.  As we just 
derived, the force is anti-correlated with the position 
       ⁄ .  The one-dimensional equations of 
motion become, 
    ̈   
 
 
   ̇  
 
  
  
This equation can be used to solve   ̅̅ ̅ if one assumes 
the virial theorem [3] where the average quadratic 
potential energy is equal to the average kinetic energy.  
The initial condition     ̇̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅          ⁄  is also 
assumed ensuring the equation’s boundary conditions 
obey Heisenberg’s Uncertainty.  With calculus and 
the chain rule, one has, 
  ̅̅ ̅  
  
     
(   
      
 ⁄ )     (   
  
 ⁄ ) 
This version of the Langevin equation has the familiar 
    term; however, it represents a stationary process 
where the ordinary Langevin equation is non-
stationary.   
RS
dx
RQB
Δx
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11.7. Dark Particle Energy Density 
We now show that using an ansatz whereby we assign 
the dark particle with an energy density with three 
different equations of state,         ⁄     ⁄ , 
we arrive at the same solution as above.  We need to 
assume the particles comes as pairs such that we can 
define a general relativistic length scale   and a quan-
tum mechanical length scale   [5]. 
11.7.1. Length Scales 
We define   as twice the light time  , the maximum 
distance two particles can traverse in time  . 
      
  
   
 
We define   as the variance between the two particles.  
If the two particles are uncorrelated in their displace-
ment, we have 
  √     
Using these two definitions we will show that   (the 
solution to Friedmann’s equation) will be equal to   
(the variance of quantum diffusion).  
11.7.2. Equation of State,       
First for the equation of state      , we have the 
energy in the 3-D oscillator 
   
 
   
           
 
  
(  
    
    
 ) 
The average energy of this distribution is the three-
dimensional ground state energy of the harmonic os-
cillator,     . 
If we consider a volume     the energy density is 
          
    
      
 
  
     
 
11.7.3. Equation of State,        
In deriving the density and solution for this equation 
of state we turn to a derivation of Friedmann’s equa-
tion [31].  We will start by deriving the gravitational 
explanation of the resistive spring force.  Equating the 
average gravitational potential energy to      ⁄  for 
3 dimensions gives, 
         ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  
    
 
̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅
 
    
 
 
When        ⁄  
    
 
̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅
 
        ̅̅ ̅
 
 
Due to symmetry we can re-write   ̅̅ ̅ as 3     
  
        ⁄  [1] to arrive at, 
     
 
 
      
 
  
 
Plugging this back into the relationship between po-
tential energy and force [3] and with time constant 
       ⁄  we return the resistive force, 
   
  
  
   
  
  
(
    
 
)  
  
  
(
        
 
)
 
      
 
 
        
 
  
 
 
   
  
 
When a particle moves within the space curved by the 
black hole, a resistive spring force is in play.  Here we 
see a gravitational explanation for the spring force.   
Going back to solve for the density we have, 
        ̅̅ ̅
 
 
     
 
 
Where    is constant.  With    ̅̅ ̅        
      ⁄  
and m the reduced Planck mass.  With    , the den-
sity is 
           
       
      
 
11.7.4. Equation of State,      
The last term we need is a constant energy density, 
    .  To solve for the constant density, we insert 
    √     ⁄  (which we show is the asymptotic 
value of the solution) into the density of the oscillator. 
                   
  
      
 
         
 
   
 
11.7.5. Overall Energy Density 
                                    
       
 
  
(
  
       
 
       
       
 
  
       
 
  
) 
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Friedmann’s equation with this density reduces to the 
simple equation when the mass is the reduced plank 
mass. 
(
   ̇
 
)
 
 
   
 
       (
 
    
 
    
 
)
 
 
A little calculus results in, 
   
  
  
      
(   
       
 ⁄ ) 
With            ⁄  and the    (   )⁄ , this is 
re-written, showing     equal to the stationary 
Langevin equation from section 9.6. 
   
      (   
  
  ⁄ )           
  
We see the solutions to Friedmann’s equation and the 
equations of quantum diffusion behave in the same 
way.  It is interesting to note that the density vanishes 
at the asymptotic value           so we don’t have 
to worry about any fermionic density. 
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